A large component of this project is
educational. At the conclusion of World
BEYOND War events, people surveyed
have overwhelmingly reported greater
agreement that war can and should be
ended. World BEYOND War’s online
courses, books, speakers, conferences, and
interaction with educational institutions
spread understanding of the case laid out
on the WBW website, which includes the
debunking of war-supporting myths, the
explication of numerous reasons to end
war, and the development of strategies to
accomplish steps in war reduction and in
the direction of abolition.

World BEYOND War has helped organizations connect with allies
around the world, and has helped them shape their opposition to
particular wars as part of a movement toward war’s replacement
rather than its amelioration. World BEYOND War has had an
impact in the media and within activist
movements, helping to inspire and
shape a variety of activities including
campaigns to end wars, close bases,
reduce military spending, divest from weapons
dealers, support diplomacy, and counter recruitment.
WBW’s public billboards campaign has reached large new
sections of the public.
World BEYOND War’s book, A Global Security System: An Alternative to War, lays
out a strategy for shifting from political and cultural structures that encourage war to
others that make it far less
likely. This proposal is one that can unite
opponents of war with defenders
of the environment, advocates for civil rights
and civil liberties, and supporters
of every useful investment that could be
made with the $2 trillion being
spent on war each year worldwide.

World BEYOND War has already made some
breakthroughs in developing these
connections and building a broader coalition
against war and in favor of sustainability,
prosperity, justice, liberty, and everything
good that war works against.

On the website at
WorldBeyondWar.org
you can join people from all
over the world in signing a
pledge to help end all war, and
indicating which of many ways
you would like to be involved.

You can find or learn how to
form a local organization.
You can check out upcoming
events or find help in
creating one, making use of
WBW’s speakers, videos,
presentations, and kits for
various activities.
Peace is possible.

Donations (tax deductible in the
U.S.) can be made at
WorldBeyondWar.org or by check
to World BEYOND War/AFGJ
mailed to AFGJ 225 E. 26th St. #1,
Tucson, AZ 85713, USA.
Contact us at World BEYOND
War, PO Box 1484, Charlottesville
VA 22902 USA or
info@worldbeyondwar.org

Achieving
a
World
BEYOND
War
World BEYOND War works
through education and activism
to advance the agenda of
eliminating the entire
institution of war and of
replacing it with a culture and
structural system of peace.
But how?

